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Get ready for the journey of a lifetime

Whether it’s strapping in their newborn for a first road-trip, a
camping trip under the stars or giving a child their first taste of 
freedom on a new bike, Halfords has everything customers 
need for every one of life’s journeys.

Some of the most significant moments happen when we are 
on the move and we’re celebrating that feeling this summer 
with a preview of the new products that will give you the 
freedom to begin new journeys. 

For more ideas, contact the Halfords press office at ZPR on 
Halfords@z-pr.com and 0207 896 3404. 

Prices correct as of March, 2016. Please check prices prior to publication.
Front cover: Wiggins Rouen 650c Road
This page: Wiggins Pau Balance Bike
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Introducing WIGGINS, an exclusive range of bikes for young 
cyclists designed by Olympian and Tour de France champion 
Sir Bradley Wiggins.
 
These great looking, lightweight bikes were created to inspire the 
next generation of cyclists, with designs suitable for toddlers to 
teenagers.
 
You’ll only find WIGGINS at Halfords, with ten designs available 
from July and prices starting from £100.

Wiggins Macon 16” Hybrid

Wiggins Chartres 26” Hybrid Wiggins Rouen 700c Road

Wiggins Chartres 24” Hybrid

“Everyone remembers riding a bike as a 
kid. It’s the first real rush you experience 
in life. It’s like you’re flying. To be a small 
part of that by creating these bikes is 
really exciting.

“I want Olympic champions to say, 
‘I started on a Wiggins bike’…it’s 
possible.” Sir Bradley Wiggins

Wiggins Chartres 20” Hybrid
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Boardman MTB Comp, £649Boardman Hybrid Comp Women’s, £499

Olympic cyclist Chris Boardman has worked with Halfords to design the new 
Boardman Performance range. Every element of the collection is designed utilising 

the latest technology and materials, with the insight and experience of one of 
Britain’s most respected cyclists.

This new range offers more innovation and will inspire
even more people to Get Out There this summer. The new range of 22 bikes are 

exclusive to Halfords with prices starting at £499

Halfords’ trained bike 
mechanics will build your 
bike for free. They will 
also carry out a free 
20 point check 
after six weeks 
to make sure 
you’re getting 
the most 
from your 
bike.

“These bikes have been re-designed from 
the ground up, offering a broader spectrum 
of cyclist the chance to get out there 
on a Boardman. Our new bikes feature 
leading edge design and the very latest 
innovation.” Chris Boardman OBE

Boardman Road Team Carbon, £999
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This season to complement the Boardman bike collection is 
a new capsule range of cycling wear, designed for style and 
performance for both men and women.

Just like the bikes this clothing takes its inspiration from 
professionals and uses the latest innovation in fabric to offer 
pieces which look great and perform better.

Prices in the collection start from £10.
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Boardman Men’s Cycle Jersey, £29.99

Boardman Women’s Cycle Jersey, £29.99 Boardman Men’s Jacket, £44.99

Boardman Ltd Edition Jersey, £29.99

Boardman Women’s Sleeveless Jacket, £44.99
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(left) Olive and Orange by Orla Kiely
Green Wiggle Stem Print Hybrid, £429

Olive and Orange by Orla Kiely
Blue Olive Print Hybrid, £479

Olive and Orange by Orla Kiely 
launches exclusively at Halfords 
stores and online in May. This 
capsule collection of 33 products 
features bright and graphic prints 
on bikes, cycling accessories and 
essentials for camping and days out.
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Olive and Orange by Orla Kiely
Water Bottle, £9.99 each

Olive and Orange by Orla Kiely 
Saddle Covers, £5.99 each

Olive and Orange by Orla Kiely 
Bike Bells, £9.99 each

“The prints for the Olive and Orange collection are a 
natural fit for cycling and outdoors, as they feel organic 
and inspired by nature. The designs are rooted in 
the ‘60s but the range itself is about modern summer 
living, whether it’s cycling around town on one of our 
print bikes, or taking the cool two person tent to a 
festival.” Orla Kiely
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Olive and Orange by Orla Kiely Two Person Tent in Multi-Olive Print, £100

Olive and Orange by Orla Kiely
Sleeping Bag, Big Tulip Orange Print, £30

Olive and Orange by Orla Kiely
Bike Helmet, in Multi-Olive Print, £34.99

Olive and Orange by Orla Kiely
Coolbag, £20

The Olive and Orange by Orla Kiely collection
has everything you need for a stylish summer. 

Olive and Orange by Orla Kiely
Picnic Rug, £25 each

Every Halfords tent is 
rain tested to resist 
1,500mm of water – 
twice as much as 
the nearest 
competitor.
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This summer, Halfords has its 
biggest range of women’s bikes in 
store and online.

Anyone looking to get back on their bike this summer will find 
experts in store to help them find the best cycle for them.

Apollo Jewel Mint MTB, £129.99

Carrera Sulcata Mountain Bike, £299

Apollo Transition Hybrid £159

Apollo Jewel Peach MTB, £129.99

Carrera Parva Hybrid, £289
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Halfords 
invites women 
cyclists to join their 
free bike workshops this 
summer. The workshops are 
aimed at women who are just getting 
into cycling and want to learn the basics 
of bike maintenance. These sessions are a 
great opportunity to meet other women who are 
interested in cycling.

All bikes conform to 
the highest safety 
standards.



Garmin Varia Bike Radar Bundle, 
£215.99

Garmin Varia Bike Lights Bundle, 
£215.99
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Everything you need for 
your summer cycling

Go Pro Hero 4 Session,
£329.99

TomTom Bandit 
Ultra HD GPS
Action Camera, £299.99

Carrera Vendetta MTB, £349

Technology on two wheels

Each 
adult bike 
frame and 
fork is subjected 
to a minimum of 
300,000 tests.
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Drivers can find their way to adventure and avoid hold 
ups with the Garmin DriveAssist 50 UK, exclusive to 
Halfords. This 5-inch auto navigator has pinch-to-zoom 
display, a built in dash cam and driver awareness
features to help keep everyone moving. Available from 
Halfords from April.

Drivers can be prepared 
for the unexpected with 
the latest dash cam from 
Nextbase the 312GW 
(£99), the world’s first dash 
cam with a click and go 
powered mount for easy 
fitting. It comes with a wi-fi 
enabled app which means 
drivers can share footage 
with their insurer and on 
social media. Exclusively 
available from Halfords 
from March.

Drivers can 
get peace of 

mind with a neat 
fit, buy a Dash Cam in 

store and we’ll hardwire it 
for you for £30.



Simply plug in and play
with these high-tech solutions 
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Keep charged on the move with the 
Belkin Mixit 4000 Portable Power Packs, 
which can charge two devices at once 
to give hours of extra power.

Halfords LED
Lightning Cable, £15

Belkin Keychain Lightning
Charger, £29.99

Belkin Premium Rose Gold
Charger, £14,99

Choosing the right technology can be a 
minefield which is why you’ll find experts 

in store to help guide you to the 
right product. Once you have 

chosen your new Dash Cams, 
Bluetooth Kit or Car Audio 

you can even get it 
fitted by one of the 

team.



With its cute characters and their cheeky stories, Halfords 
new range of Vintage Circus baby and toddler accessories 
is perfect to keep little ones entertained on the move.

Baby on Board Elephant, £6.99
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The new Halfords 
1,2,3 multi stage car 
seat has an adjustable 
design which means it 
is suitable for children 
from nine months up 
to 12 years. Halfords 
new range of car seats 
will be in stores from 
September.

The new Halfords 1, 2, 3 multi 
stage car seat has an adjustable 
design which means it is suitable 
for children from nine months up
to 12 years. Halfords new range of 
car seats will be in stores from
September.

Pop Up Shades, £6.99 

Neck Pillow Tiger, £12.99 Lion Easy View Mirror, £12.99 Curly Car Seat Toy, £14.99

Kid’s Zone

When purchasing a new car seat
from Halfords, our colleagues will

demonstrate the fitting, taking
drivers through the 16 point

fitting checklist to ensure 
customers can fit with 

confidence too.
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Ensure summer
journeys are hassle
free with a free summer
check from the end of May.

The team will check and top up screenwash, 
check oil, blades, bulbs, batteries, as well as the 
air-con. Customers can simply visit their local Halfords
shop or Halfords  Autocentre for a free check or book online 
at www.halfordsautocentres.com

Did you know that there 
are over 300 Halfords 
Autocentres across the 
country which carry out 
over a million jobs a year, 
including MOTs, car 
servicing and repairs, 
as well as tyre sales and 
fitting. The highly trained 
technicians help over 
850,000 customers a 
year and offer a minimum 
guarantee of 12 months 
or 12,000 miles on work 
carried out.

NEW
Did you know Halfords 

launches its windscreen 
chip repair service 

in shops for just 
£25 in May?
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For more information contact the

Halfords press office on:

Halfords@z-pr.com 020 7896 3404

https://twitter.com/Halfords_uk
https://www.instagram.com/halfords_uk/
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